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ABSTRACT  
 

Fiber wireless access (FiWi) network is a category of hybrid network, which cumulates the advantages of optical 

network and wireless network at frontend and backend respectively. FiWi is one of those networks which are ca-

pable of providing high bandwidth as well as great flexibility. In today’s world of high speed applications demand 

of spectrum is increasing rapidly, hence it becomes critically important to utilized available bandwidth efficiently. 

Therefore, many dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithms have been proposed in recent years for FiWi 

network which can improve the utilization of bandwidth. DBA algorithms can be classified as DBA at PON, DBA 

at wireless and hybrid DBA depending upon the implementation of DBA at backend or frontend or both respective-

ly. In this paper, a detail study of DBA at frontend and backend is done; separately as well as simultaneously. 

Considering bandwidth utilization as most important parameter, its literature and brief explanation is also provid-

ed. DBA algorithms are generally categorized in three types of services i.e. limited service DBA, fixed service DBA 

and gated service DBA. Simulation of these services of DBA is also done in the paper which helps us to analyze the 

effectiveness of different DBA services by comparing them to each other. 
 

Key words: Fiber wireless (FiWi), Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA), Limited Service (LS), Fixed Service 

(FS), Gated Service (GS) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The access networks are mediator between subscribers and service provider; it is one of the most promising last mile 

technologies. Access networks mainly have two categories wireless and wired. Wireless access networks provide 

more flexibility, easy installation, and low cost but not suitable for high bandwidth applications. Wireless fidelity 

(Wi-Fi), wireless interoperability microwave access (WiMAX), wireless mesh network (WMN) are some of the ex-

ample of wireless access network. Optical and copper cables come under wired access network, which provide high 

bandwidth and long range communication but its deployment from home to home is difficult and costly. Fiber-

wireless (FiWi) access network, which is the combination of optical networks at the back end and wireless networks 

at the front end have brought together to fulfil the demands of applications which require high bandwidth and more 

flexible communication system [1,2]. Both these wireless and optical technologies have large number of well-

developed standards, FiWi networks can be integrated by using a standard of optical with a standard of wireless. 
 

Backend of the FiWi is passive optical network (PON) which consists of central office (CO), optical line terminal 

(OLT), splitter/combiner, and optical network unit (ONU), where ONUs are connected to OLT through splitter. Be-

yond ONU in frontend, network is wireless where users are connected to access points (APs) and these APs are con-

nected to ONUs. FiWi architecture represents a tree structure where OLT is at top node, ONUs are connected as 

different branches and users/subscriber are like sub branches of the tree as shown in fig. 1. 
 

In literature of integrated fiber and wireless, two different techniques are mentioned using which hybrid access net-

work can be created i.e. radio over fiber (RoF) and radio and fiber (R&F). RoF mainly focuses on physical layer 

implementation. It uses radio signal onto an optical carrier for distribution over optical fiber to different remote an-

tennas. R&F, is integration of both optical and wireless technology both in physical and medium access control 

(MAC) layer [4]. Different MAC protocols are used for both wireless and optical part. Based on service provision-

ing orientation, R&F architecture have two different formats. First, hybrid wireless optical mesh network e.g. wire-
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less-optical broadband access network (WOBAN) and second, hybrid wireless optical access network having PON 

and broadband wireless technology like Wi-Fi, WiMAX. 

 
Fig.1 Basic Architecture of FiWi [3]  

 

Since decades both the technologies have been explored to their bottleneck and new standards of these technologies 

are keep on evolving, but FiWi technology is one of the new area which requires more concern, as it provides ad-

vantages of both technologies by showing higher flexibility and better spectrum availability. There are many issues 

related to FiWi access networks which require researchers’ attention [5], like survivability, ONU placement, energy 

saving and resource utilization. Survivability of a network can be defined as ability of network to provide service 

during failures, [6] U. Bhatt et al have discussed two types of failure in FiWi networks i.e. ONU level failure and 

OLT level failure. There are many algorithms which are proposed in literature for survivability of FiWi network like 

delay aware routing algorithm (DARA) [7], risk-and-delay aware routing (RADAR) algorithm [8], ring based pro-

tection considering multiple failure (RPMF) [9], wireless rerouting with backup radios (WRBR) [10] etc. ONU 

placement in FiWi network is critically important because, ONU acts as an intermediate between optical backend 

and wireless frontend and, is one of the costly component hence optimal ONU placement is important in order to 

improve networks reliability. There are many algorithms proposed for the placement of ONUs like deterministic 

approach [11], random approach [12], greedy approach [13] and simulated annealing (SA) algorithm [14], load bal-

ancing ONU placement [15], hybrid algorithm [16] etc. Other than ONU placement and survivability issue, Energy 

saving in FiWi networks becomes critically important nowadays. Considering any issue of FiWi and evaluating its 

energy efficiency is a trend in present literature. In [17] Y. Liu et al have proposed algorithm for improving surviva-

bility in FiWi network along with that author have also considered energy saving issue, naming it as Green surviva-

bility. In [18] J. Coibraet al proposed energy efficient routing algorithm for FiWi network in which along with the 

routing author have considered energy efficiency as a key issue. Similarly, authors of [6,15] proposed energy effi-

cient dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) schemes for FiWi networks, by considering ONUs in sleep and doze 

mode. Proper utilization of available resources is also one of the key areas of research in FiWi. With increase in us-

ers demand and increasing real time traffic, it becomes essential to provide high data rate to users while bandwidth 

available is almost fixed, so it is very important to efficiently utilize the available resources which is referred as 

bandwidth allocation. Bandwidth allocation can be done in two different ways i.e. static bandwidth allocation and 

dynamic bandwidth allocation. Static bandwidth allocation referred as allocating fixed amount of bandwidth to each 

user while dynamic bandwidth allocation referred as allocating bandwidth to the user depending upon their load.  
 

In this paper, we have provided detailed description of algorithms for dynamic bandwidth allocation in PONs, wire-

less network, fiber-wireless networks and then illustrated the utilization parameter for existing DBA algorithm for 

FiWi. 
 

BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION 
 

In Fi-Wi access networks number of ONUs are connected to a single OLT, and users/ subscribers are connected to 

OLT through these ONUs. In order to fulfil the demands of users and also to maintain the quality of service, OLT 

needs to have some mechanism through which service can be provided to users both in upstream and downstream 

direction. In downstream transmission, OLT broadcast its traffic to ONUs through splitter i.e. point-to-multipoint 

transmission while in upstream it follows multipoint-to-point transmission. In upstream transmission, multiple 

ONUs tries to access the available band in order to provide services to users. The mechanism of scheduling ONUs 
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so that they can access the available band is bandwidth allocation and, then providing band to ONUs on the basis of 

their buffered traffic, QoS etc. is Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation. The process of ordering ONUs in which they are 

served is referred as scheduling [19]. Scheduling can be done in two different ways; Inter-ONU scheduling and In-

tra-ONU scheduling [20]. In Intra-ONU scheduling, allocation is done directly for users based on the priority of 

queues maintained by ONUs while in Inter-ONU scheduling band is allocated to ONUs by OLT and further schedul-

ing is done for users by ONUs. 

 

Based on the service provided, DBA can be classified in two types, one which supports quality of service (QoS) and 

another which does not support QoS. Supporting QoS means ability to provide different priority to different applica-

tions or users and guarantee a certain level of service. In order to provide QoS there are different priority levels de-

cided, based on those priority bandwidth is allocated. Main goals of quality of service are to provide dedicated 

bandwidth, controlled delay and latency. 
 

Fig.2 shows the DBA implementation in MAC layer. MAC layer provides QoS Mapping framework, which ad-

dresses QoS diversity of two different technologies connected in backend and frontend. MAC layer uses Multipoint 

control protocol (MPCP) for EPON in which Gate and Report messages are used as control message for transferring 

information between OLT and ONU [20]. GATE message is transmitted by OLT, which has information about allo-

cated bandwidth to ONUs and REPORT message is transmitted by ONU to OLT which has information about 

ONUs current buffer size. In order to provide QoS there are different priority levels for both PON and wireless ends, 

for example in FiWi network EPON have three priority levels and WiMAX have five different priority levels. 

 

 
Fig.2 Physical and MAC layer of FiWi access network [21] 

 

Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation in PON 

Interleaved polling with adaptive cycle time (IPACT), is one of the basic dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms 

[19]. In IPACT scheme band/time slot is allocated in basically three types, fixed allocation, gated allocation and 

limited allocation. In fixed allocation, irrespective of traffic at ONU, a particular band/time slot will be allocated to 

each ONU. Duration of slot(𝐿min) is decided by the respective DBA scheme. In fixed allocation, there are chances 

of underutilization of resources and also increase in packet delay for high loaded ONUs. In Gated scheme allocation 

of band/time slot is done on the basis of demand of ONUs. There is no limit on the allocation window, hence this 

there is huge of variation in cycle time (𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒), which leads to increase in packet delay. In limited service, allocated 

bandwidth is not more than𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛, it is  𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑞 , 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛) where 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑞, is the requested bandwidth from ONU. This 

scheme also shows variation in 𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒but due to limited amount of allocation, variation is less than gated service. 

M. Ma et al in [22] proposed bandwidth guaranteed polling (BGP) algorithm, in which ONUs are divided in two 

groups, bandwidth guaranteed ONUs and the non-bandwidth guaranteed ONUs. Bandwidth guaranteed ONUs can 

have more than one entry in polling table and can allocate band more than one time based on their Service Level 

Agreement (SLA). Non-bandwidth guaranteed ONUs will be provided with best-effort service without bandwidth 

guarantee. Probability Density Function Based (PDF) DBA algorithm mechanism is proposed in [23], in which a 

threshold value for pdf of traffic is set based on PDFs of different ONUs in their previous cycle. If certain ONUs 

PDF in last polling cycle is less than the threshold value, then in present polling cycle they will not get any priority, 

and will be scheduled on priority basis in next cycle. The formula to calculate the PDF of the (𝑛)𝑡ℎ ONU in the 

(𝑇 − 1)th cycle is given by: 

𝑃𝐷𝐹 = 
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ(𝑛)𝑡−1

∑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛(𝑡−1)
             (1) 
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Allocation based on online-offline mode (Half Cycling DBA) is briefly explained by O. Turnaet al in [24] where 

online mode stands for allocation of band immediately after receiving the request message and offline mode alloca-

tion of band is done after receiving last ONU report message. Author have also discussed intermediate mode be-

tween online and offline mode allocation. In low load condition, algorithm switches to offline mode and in high load 

condition, it switches to online mode. In offline mode, instead of computing bandwidth allocation at the end of cy-

cle, computations are done at half cycle. On the basis of simulation result, it has been found that byte loss ratio and 

access delay is better in half cycle DBA (hcDBA) in comparison to existing algorithm named prediction hcDBA (p-

hcDBA). In intelligent fuzzy logic based dynamic bandwidth allocation (IFL-DBA) [25] OLT does scheduling of 

ONUs, IFL-DBA is improved version of limited IPACT in which subdivision is performed based on different 

queues created by ONUs based on fuzzy logic. Maximum window size allocated in limited IPACT is given by –  
 

𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑁
  - 𝐵𝑔  ) 𝑅𝑡               (2) 

Where, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥is the maximum cycle time, 𝑁 is the total number of ONUs, 𝐵𝑔is the guard time and 𝑅𝑡 is the total 

upstream bandwidth.In subdivision scheduling, band is allocated according to the request received from all three 

types of traffic i.e. expedited forwarding (EF), assured forwarding (AF) and best effort (BF). If requests from EF 

and AF are higher than BF traffic, then instead of putting limitation on EF and AF traffic, limitation will be kept on 

BF. The decision made in algorithm is based on human reasoning which makes it more dynamic and utilizes the 

bandwidth better than other approaches. This algorithm increases the utilization by 21% as compared to broadcast 

polling (BP) algorithm due to less unused slots. Y. Zhu et al [26] proposed interleaved polling with adaptive cycle 

time with grant estimation (IPACT-GE) scheme, which is based on IPACT DBA, in which the amount of traffic 

arriving between two polling cycles is estimated based on the previous cycle request. Granting additional window 

based on estimation and grant size will be in accordance with ONU buffer size. In this algorithm, average packet 

delay can be shortening, which can be evaluated using characteristic of traffic arriving between two polling cycle, 

which is done by multiplying of observed arrival rate by scan time. By observing the arrival rate and the scan time 

obtained in 𝑛𝑡ℎ cycle, packets arriving in (𝑛 + 1)𝑡ℎ cycle can be estimated as follow. 
 

𝐸(𝑛 + 1) = 𝑟(𝑛). 𝑇𝑐(𝑛)                (3) 

Where r(n) is real traffic arrival rate and 𝑇𝑐(n) is scan time. Granted window for (𝑛 + 1)𝑡ℎ cycle is given as  
 

𝐺(𝑛 + 1) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑅(𝑛) + 𝛼. 𝐸(𝑛 + 1),𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥)             (4) 

Where α is estimation factor. 
 

Adaptive Dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm supporting multi-service [27] provides QoS by dividing the ser-

vice in different classes of voice, data and video. On collecting the requests from all ONUs based on the load condi-

tion, OLT schedules the orders of ONUs to reduce the delay which can guarantee QoS. OLT calculates maximum 

transmission window and the minimum guaranteed window and then predicts the incoming EF frames during wait-

ing time. OLT also collects report from all ONUs and obtains 𝑉𝐸𝐹,𝑉𝐴𝐹 and 𝑉𝐵𝐹(bandwidth requested by ONUs for 

EF, AF and BF traffic load) and then OLT predicts incoming 𝐸𝐹 which is denoted by 𝑉𝜏. OLT also calculates 

𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦,𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 and then a process of comparison is initiated. If, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 < 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡then order of ONUs will not change 

and they will transfer data according to previous cycle. If, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 > 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡, then OLT will adjust ONUs in accord-

ance to have least delay. 
 

 
 

Fig.3 Wavelength-Agile EPON [30] 
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Service to multiple queue level can be provided in two ways, strict priority (SP) scheduling and weighted fair queu-

ing (WFQ) scheduling. Strict priority bandwidth allocation is used for the real-time application, whereas weighted 

fair queuing scheduling may not be appropriate for real-time traffic due to high delay. However, in SP higher priori-

ty queues will be scheduled first prior to lower priority queues, which may cause increase in packet delay and packet 

loss. In order to solve problem in SP, author in [28] have proposed improved weighted IPACT (IW-IPACT), in 

which traffic arrival rate is calculate for each cycle. Then EF virtual buffer queue and the virtual weighted buffer 

queue of ONUs were established. L. Wang et al [29] have proposed an energy efficient dynamic bandwidth and 

wavelength allocation scheme. In which wavelength-agile EPON (WA-EPON) is used, as shown in Fig. 3. In WA-

EPON depending on traffic conditions, single ONU can be allotted with more than one wavelength at a given instant 

of time and among those wavelengths different time slots can be allocated. For receiving and sending different 

wavelengths each ONU must have multiple wavelength transceivers, this leads to increase in overall energy con-

sumption of the system. Authors have given water-filling dynamic bandwidth allocation (WF-DBWA) to improve 

energy efficiency. 
 

Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation on Wireless Access Networks 

In wireless networks, the available bandwidth is made allocated to all the users that are connected to the access 

point, on the basis of certain rule. The process of allocation depends on parameters like traffic type, quality of ser-

vice, quality of links, and the number of users connected to the network. There has been lot of work done on DBA 

for WiMAX, WMN, WiFi and LTE to improve utilization parameter of wireless network. 
 

A smart cluster based approach for dynamic bandwidth allocation in wireless networks is proposed [30], in which 

intelligent clustering technique is used for dynamic bandwidth allocation for variable traffic. To create clusters au-

thors have used K Means clustering algorithm in order to identify potential peak times for every wireless node. 

Basic steps involved in proposed algorithm are data extraction, data processing, data clustering and data feeding. 
 

A novel approach for bandwidth allocation among soft QoS traffic in wireless networks is proposed in [31], which 

presents a novel value based optimization model and dynamic bandwidth allocation model that improve QoS in 

wireless. M. Kamelet al have developed an efficient heuristic algorithm to allocate the radio resource block in long 

term evolution (LTE) network. Authors have discussed about base station schedulers which consider efficient band 

allocation to different service provider (SP) based on service level agreement (SLA). In heuristic approach, initially 

the power is allocated equally to all the users and then in next step they use greedy algorithm for the allocation. 

Pick-best first algorithm helps SP to pick the physical resource block (PRB) which has largest data rate. Their slic-

ing scheme is dynamic and efficient as compared to offline solvers [32]. For providing good quality video service, 

system requires more bandwidth. In [33] allocated bandwidth is made variable for multicast/broadcast services 

(MBSs), if fixed allocation is done then it degrades the quality of service and call termination probability will in-

crease. In proposed scheme with variation in network traffic, bandwidth allocation is varied. 

 

Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation in FiWi 

Fiber wireless access network is considered to be one the best solution for providing high bandwidth and flexibility 

to the users, although its ability to utilize bandwidth is not explored to the great extent. FiWi consist of two seg-

ments i.e. optical back end and wireless front end, separate DBA algorithm of both the segments can be implement-

ed on FiWi network individually as well as simultaneously. Most of the literature present on DBA algorithms of 

FiWi have only considered PON segment of FiWi network, seldom work have been done in implementing DBA for 

both front and back end of FiWi.   

 
Fig.4 Priority queues [34] 
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Sarkar et al [34] have proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm for FiWi, in which frontend has WiMAX network 

and backend has EPON network. WiMAX supports connection oriented transmission under which each service flow 

is allocated with a unique connection ID (CID), then based on connection oriented request, aggregate bandwidth is 

allocated to each service station (SS). While backend EPON does not support such type of service, in EPON band-

width requests are queue oriented. Traffic for WiMAX is divided in five different groups based quality of service: 

UGS (Unsolicited Grant Service), rtPS (real time Polling Service), ertPS (extended real-time Polling Service), nrtPS 

(non-realtime Polling Service), and BE. Authors have designed two step scheduling in which UGS has highest prior-

ity followed by rtPS, ertPS, nrtPS and BE respectively. In EPON there are three priority levels EF with highest pri-

ority, AF with medium priority and the BF with least priority. QoS mapping of priority queues is shown in Fig.4. 

Three different cases are considered for allocation based on buffer status of ONU. First, when ONU buffer is filled 

less than 40%, then priority ratio of UGS, Priority Queue 1 (PQ1) and Priority Queue 2 (PQ2) is 4:2:1, in second 

case if buffer is filled between 40% to 80% then priority ratio is 2:1:0 and third, when buffer is filled more than 80% 

then priority ratio is 1:0:0. 
 

A Traffic-Prediction based dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm is proposed [35], which consists of two phases 

of scheduling i.e. inter-ONU scheduling, which does not consider QoS and intra-ONU scheduling which is per-

formed at each ONU and is based on traffic class. In proposed algorithm prediction function F(t), is an increasing 

function of time that provides the amount of traffic that has been received up to time t. It is used at the base stations 

for sending summarized information to OLT.  A. Ahmed et al in [36] have proposed new architecture which is an 

optical-optical-wireless network, in which ONU and WiMAX base stations (BSs) are merged together, through 

which users are connected. Bandwidth allocation is done in three levels, first level of algorithm runs at the BS, sec-

ond level runs at the ONU and third level runs at sub-OLT. OLT located at CO does not need any bandwidth alloca-

tion algorithm, only a switching mechanism is sufficient to transfer traffic to sub-OLTs. There are eight priority lev-

els maintained by ONUs, which are as follow UGS, ertPS, rtPS-s-dead queue, rtPS-1-dead queue, nrtPS queue, un-

der-test queue, New-connections queue and BE queue based on QoS and delay. ONU sends its request to subOLT 

then subOLT assigns band according to their requests, initially subOLT allocates a minimum bandwidth 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛 to 

each ONU. Then subOLT assigns remaining bandwidth to lower priority queues.  
 

𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛  =  𝐵𝑈𝐺𝑆 + 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑃𝑆
𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐵𝑟𝑡𝑃𝑆

𝑚𝑖𝑛       (5) 

Where, 𝐵𝑈𝐺𝑆, 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑃𝑆
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐵𝑟𝑡𝑃𝑆

𝑚𝑖𝑛   are bandwidth requested for UGS, ertPS-min and rtPS-c-dead queues.  
 

A dynamic bandwidth allocation in WOBAN is proposed by L. Jiang et al [37], in which EPON is at the backend 

and WiMAX is at the frontend. The proposed scheme supports QoS, in which a fixed amount of bandwidth will be 

initially allocated to all each ONU, considering their loads being same. Then based on the priority queues, band-

width will be allocated but there are chances that some ONUs will have light load and some will have high load, 

hence ONUs with light load have some amount of bandwidth unused, so the unused band will be allocated for other 

priority services. 
 

Most of the literature mention above only considered DBA in backend, but when DBA is implemented for both front 

and back end then analysis of bandwidth utilization can be extended for the complete FiWi network which can fur-

ther improve the associated utilization parameter for the network. But while executing DBA at both the segments of 

FiWi simultaneously, parameter like upstream delay and synchronization becomes very crucial because handshaking 

messages now has to be transfer between station and OLT through ONU, which can increase the upstream delay and 

on the other hand synchronization need be executed regularly between stations and OLT.    

 

BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION ANALYSIS IN DBA FOR FIWI 
 

Implementation of dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm generally affects some network parameters, which ulti-

mately affects the overall network performance. Energy saving, mean packet delay and utilization of available 

bandwidth are some of the parameters which can get affected by DBA. There is always a trade-off between different 

parameters of network like, bandwidth utilization and delay of network, in literature many predictions based 

schemes were proposed in order to minimize overall delay of the network, but with reduction in delay there are 

chances of under-utilization of bandwidth. Hence bandwidth utilization is considered to be the crucial parameter for 

DBA. 
 

High utilization is one of the key goals of Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation algorithms, which is generally calculated 

for upstream channel, because in upstream direction number of ONU share common channel hence utilization can 

be achieved to its bottleneck. Utilization is defined as ratio of data transmission time to total cycle time. In upstream 

direction, it is difficult to get utilization of 100% due to the presence of overheads bits, gate message, report mes-

sage, guard time and some idle time. In heavy load condition utilization is mostly high and it does not depend on the 

DBA scheme used, where as in medium and light load condition utilization depends on the DBA scheme used.  
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𝑈 =
𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
,                  (6) 

Where, 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 =  (𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑–𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡–𝐻𝑢𝑠𝑙) 
𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡=𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙,𝐻𝑢𝑠𝑙 = 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑦𝑂𝑁𝑈. 
𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒.   
 

With variation in DBA algorithms, utilization factor also varies, in [38] using interleaved polling with adaptive cycle 

time (IPACT) and fixed allocation DBA is achieved, in which allocated window is fixed irrespective of load at 

ONU. So, there are chances that some ONU are light loaded and some ONUs are heavy loaded, in light loaded ONU 

some amount of bandwidth will be left unused, this will reduce overall utilization of the network. For Fixed alloca-

tion, utilization ranges between 50-60% which means around 40% of the bandwidth is wasted. In [22] IPACT is 

used with gated service, in which amount of bandwidth allocated to each ONU is always equals to its requested 

window size. In this case utilization will be maximum but delay will be high, because cycle time varies according to 

the load condition of ONUs. Jiunn-Ru et al [39] proposed high utilization dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm 

in which sorting of report messages is done based on the request of each ONU. Dividing all the report message re-

quest in two different groups, first group consist of ONUs with request greater than minimum window (𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛) and 

other group have ONUs with request less than𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛. Bandwidth is allocated to ONUs of different group on priority 

basis such that overall utilization can be increased. Excess bandwidth left from light loaded ONUs is allocated to 

heavy loaded ONUs. For light load condition when there are no such ONUs whose request greater than 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛, in 

such case author have proposed insertion process, using which utilization factor of 99.11% is obtained, which is 

highest among all the compared scheme. In [40] network utility model is proposed for resource allocation in passive 

optical network in which a model is presented for bandwidth allocation in PONs and long-reach PON. A fair excess-

dynamic bandwidth allocation (FEx-DBA) is proposed [41], in which cycle time is fixed based, and bandwidth is 

allocated to each ONU multiple times in a single polling cycle. Allocation of bandwidth is based on the excess 

bandwidth available in the current cycle and traffic load of ONUs. Initially allocated window to each ONU depends 

on the SLA of the particular ONU. Since allocation of band is done in online fashion hence it also improves delay 

performance. 

 

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF DBA ALGORITHMS IN FIWI 

 

The MPCP is the mechanism used for DBA, which supports time slot allocation to the ONUs. The MPCP provides a 

framework which consists of GATE and REPORT messages intended to provide bandwidth allocation in backend of 

FiWi for upstream data transmission. At the end of a transmission cycle, ONU provides its queue status to the OLT 

by sending a REPORT message. The OLT evaluate the granted window for the next cycle depending upon the re-

ceived REPORT message. There are three different DBA disciplines for granting window size to ONUs, depending 

upon their REPORT message, which are fixed service DBA, gated service DBA and limited service DBA. In fixed 

service DBA, OLT ignore the REPORT message information and allocate a maximum window to all ONUs, which 

causes underutilization of bandwidth but it provides constant cycle time and delay. In gated service DBA, their no 

limit on the size of window which is allocated to ONUs. ONU is always allowed to transmit the amount of traffic it 

had requested, but it leads to increase in cycle time and delay with increase in load. While in limited service DBA, 

ONU is granted with amount of requested bandwidth but not more than a maximum limit. In this approach cycle 

time is variable but maintained under a limit. 

 
Fig.5 Limited Service DBA 
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Fig.6 Fixed Service DBA 

 

 
Fig.7 Gated Service DBA 

 

For simulation purpose a test FiWi network is considered in which EPON is at backend and WLAN is at frontend. 

Traffic arriving at the ONUs through base station is served in real-time manner. OLT is connected with 16 ONUs, 

Guard time (Tg) between two consecutive window is 1μ sec, round trip time (RTT) is 200 μ sec and uplink data rate 

is considered as 1Gbps.Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7 shows the simulation of limited, fixed and gated service DBA, which is 

showing the used and unused slot for different ONUs. From these figures, it is clear that unserved/unused load left in 

gated service DBA is negligible in comparison to limited and fixed service DBA. But due to variation in polling 

cycle time delay in gated service DBA will be more than delay in limited and fixed service DBA. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, a comprehensive study of DBA is done for complete FiWi network which enable us to understand the 

importance of DBA. It is understood that, DBA can be implemented at both frontend and backend of FiWi separate-

ly but its effectiveness can be improved by implementing DBA at both end of FiWi simultaneously. A thorough 

study of already existing DBA is also performed for optical frontend and wireless backend network. To further clari-

fy the understanding of DBA mechanisms and its advantages, three different categories of DBA services i.e. fixed 

service DBA, limited service DBA and gated service DBA are explored and their simulation is performed. It is 

found out that, fixed and limited service DBA is providing some amount of unserved load which is affecting band-

width utilization while in gated service DBA there is no unserved load but it will produce increment in cycle time 

which leads to increase in delay.  
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